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Sigrun leading the meeting 

 
The last German / British Friendship event was partly funded by Outreach and Education Fund. I started a 
prayer condition a while ago and asked for Heavenly Parents guidance. As I do always I went from shop 
to shop in Croydon areas to hang leaflet up. I had some spiritual experience while walking and praying, 
that I felt to die and that I can’t continue. Than I heard Heavenly Parents voice asking me not to give up 
and that he has only me who can do these events. I felt a strong negative power wanting me to stop, but 
after I prayed very strongly I received new hope and energy to go on. In a particular library were I had 
been refused over the years to hang my leaflet up, to my surprise I was given permission to do so. As a 
result 2 new participants came to event, one young man from Romania and one young man from 
Cameroon. Both of them were interested to learn German and to come to know about my event. 
 

 
Our Romanian guest introducing themselves 

 
Both of them came with such a beautiful heart of wanting to learn about German culture. We were about 
15 participants all together, the atmosphere among all was warm and embracing. Everyone liked the 
German food which we prepared freshly on the premises. 
 



 
Delicious German food 

 
I handed books around about German living and culture and showed a beautiful video about German Alps 
, which also explained about King Ludwig the 2nd and Wagner , a famous composer of classical music. 
When event was finished everyone helped together to clear up and the guests asked when the next event 
would be. Two of the guests came to Sunday Service and Heavenly Parents celebration afterwards. 
 

 
Cakes 

 
 
 
 
 


